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of the era's robber barons: "wealthy men contml our railmad corporations," 
a contributor to The Nation pointed out. "What has been the degree of 
honor and regard for the public good with which these institutions have 
been managed?"12 

The intellectual counterattack against critics of universal sufhge made 
clear that northern liberals, "literary men," those who in later decades would 
be called opinion makers, were deeply divided over the issue. There were 
passionate advocates of a broad franchise just as there were passionate crit- 
ics, and there is no way to d how many men, litemy and otherwise, fell 
into each camp. What was noteworthy about this public debat-hich 
foreshadowed and then mirrored debates in statehouses across the coun- 
try-was not the relative strength of the two camps but rather that the de- 
bate took place at all. Within a few years of passage of the Fifteenth 
Amendment, a significant segment of the intellectual community was an- 
nouncing its distrust of democracy and rejecting the claim that sufhge was 
a right. The discourse had changed, and the breadth of the fianchise-par- 
titularly extension of the franchise to the poor, uneducated, and foreign- 
b o r n w a s  once again a live issue. 

In contrast to the debates of the 1830s and 1840s, advocates of a bmad 
su&age w r e  back on the defensive: the terms of public discussion were 
being set by men who believed that universal suffrage had failed, that it was 

neither viable nor desirable in the socially heterogeneous, industrial world 
of the late nineteenth century. As scores of contemporary commentators 
noticed, the tides of political thought had shifted again, and that shift en- 
dured well into the twentieth century. In 1918, two Yale historians con- 
cluded a two-volume comparative history of voting with the comment that 
"if the state gives the vote to the ignorant, they will fall into anarchy to-day 
and into despotism to-mom." A decade later, William B. Munro, pmfes- 
sor of history and political science at Harvard, declared that "eliminating 
the least intelligent stratum" of the electorate was essential to the nation's 
well-being.13 

Despite their shared diagnosis, the intellectuals and reformers who wen 
losing faith in universal sufiage were not of one mind about the presaip- 
tion. Some, such as Godkin, believed that nothing could be done to shrink 
the electorate. "Probably no system of government was ever so easy to at- 
tack and ridicule," he wrote in 1894, "but no government has ever come 
upon the world from which there seemed so little prospect of escape. It has, 
in spite of its imperfections and oddities, something of the majesty of 
doom." Beneath Godkin's sonorous rhetoric was a shrewd perception of po- 
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: 
litical realities: introducing new barriers to suffrage was far more difficult 

: than simply retaining those already in place. Men who possessed the fian- 
chis, and their representatives, could combat-and politically punish- 

:: those who sought to disfranchise them. Consequently, Godkin regarded it 

: asua men: waste of time to declaim against" universal suffirage: the challenge 
to Oducated men" was to develop ways of having good government despite 

:: universal suffrage.14 
h Proposals for achieving such a goal began to find their way onto the pub- 
? 
i. . . lic agenda in the 1870s and remained there for decades. Among them were 
:. less frequent elections, at-large rather than district voting, increased public 

accountabiity for office holders, and state control over key arenas of mu- 
; nicipal administration. Another proposal that garnered considerable atten- 

i tion was to remove public offices h m  the eleceral sphere and make them 
'. appointive. As the Atlantic Monthly observed in 1879, "the right of voting 
: cannot be taken away, but the subjects of voting can be much reduced." It 
: was "absurd* to involve the electorate in "the selection of judges and sher- 

i s ,  and district attorneys, of state treasurers and attorney-generals, of 
school commissioners and civil engineers." Democracy in effect could be 
salvaged by circumscribing its domain.15 

: Other critics were more optimistic about the of changing the 
size and shape of the electorate. Some advocated reinstituting property and 
tax qualifications or imposing literacy tests on prospective voters. More sub- 
tle approaches also were proposed, including longer residence periods, 
smcter naturalization laws, waiting periods before new citizens could vote, 

: complex ballot laws, and elaborate systems of voter registration. Wherever 
. such ideas originated, their endorsement by well-known liberal spokesmen 

helped to speed their circulation through the political cultures of the North 
and West, where they quickly acquired a life and importance that reached 
far beyond the world of northeastern intellectuals.l6 

Punzing the Electorate 

l'he laws governing elections in most states were revised often between the 
Civil War and World War I. Many states, new and old, held constitutional 
conventions that defined or redefined the shape of the electorate as well as 
the outlines of the electoral process. State legislatures drew up increasingly 
detailed statutes that spelled out electoral procedures of d l  types, including 
the timing of elections, the location of polling places, the hours that polls 
would be open, the configuration of ballots, and the counting of votes. As 
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had been true before the Civil War, many of these laws were straightfor- 
wardly administrative, creating needed electoral machinery and translating 
broad constitutional precepts into concrete, enforceable rules.17 

Other laws were more controversial, inspired by partisan interests, en- 
acted to influence the outcome of elections. Prominent among them were 
laws that affected the weight, or value, of votes cast. The apportionment of 
state legislative as well as congressional seats was a key issue, generating re- 
current conflicts, particularly between urban and rural areas. Linked to ap- 
portionment was the location of district boundaries in states and within 
cities: gerrymandering was a routine form of political combat, practiced by 
both major parties against one another and against any upstart political or- 
ganizations. Similarly, technical rules governing the presence of parties and 
candidates on the ballot also were subjects of contentionaincc they could 
encourage, or discourage, third parties and fusion slates. Minute legal de- 
tails could and did shape the choices offered to voters and the weight of in- 
dividual votes.18 

Nonetheless, the most critical laws remained those that determined the 
size and contours of the electorate. These were of two types. First and most 
important were those that set out the fundamental qualifications that a man 
(or woman) had to meet in order to become an eligible voter. The second, 
of increasing signif~cance, established the procedures that a potential vow 
had to follow in order to participate in elections. Both types remained under 
state control, since the Constitution and federal courts continued to say lit- 
tle about suffrage, except with regard to race. In every state, changes in both 
substantive and procedural laws were proposed and debated, often giving 
rise to reforms and commonly generating political and ideological conflict. 

The legal changes considered by constitutional conventions and legisla- 
tures cut in both dictions. Some were aimed at enlarging the franchise  
either substantively (e.g., by eliminating tax requirements) or procedurally 
(e.g., by keeping the polls open longer hours, m make it easier for working 

~ ~ 

people to vote).~n the early twentieth century, snreral states, alarmed at the 
decline of turnout in the middle and upper classes, even considered making 
voting compulsory-thereby making exercise of the franchise an obligation 
as well as a right. 

More typical of the era, however, were efforts to tighten voting require- 
ments. Justified as measures to eliminate corruption or produce a more 
competent electorate, such efforts induded the introduction of literacy 

: tests, lengthening residency periods, abolishing provisions that permitted 
noncitizen aliens to vote, restricting municipal elections to property owners 
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or taxpayers, and the creation of complex, curnbersomc registration proce- 
dures. Stripping voters of the franchise was a politically delicate operation 
that generally had to be performed obliquely and without arousing the ire 
oflarge and concentrated groups of voters.J9 

The political dynamics of reform defy easy characterization: any full un- 
derstanding would require dozens of in-depth studies of individual states 
and cities. Still, certain overarching patterns are visible. Efforts to restrict 
the franchise commonly emanated from the middle and upper classes, from 
business and rural interests, as well as professionals; resistance to these ef- 
forts, as well as sentiment in favor of looser voting requirements, tended to 
be concentrated in the urban working class. Republicans were far more 
Likely than Democrats, or third-parry advocates, to favor restrictive reforms. 
Partisan competition played a larger role, and ideology a smaller one, than 
had been true during the first two thirds of the nineteenth century. Issues 
of military recruitment and mobilization were not much of a factor until 
World War 1.20 

Yet there were exceptions to nearly all of these mnds.The partisan lineup 
was not consistent, either geographically or over time; the middle and upper 
classes were never homogeneous in their views or interests; segments of an 
ethnically divided and fluid working dass periodically championed the 
cause of restriction; and political machines, long regarded as powerfil en- 
gines of electoral expansion, sometimes judged that it was in their interest 
to freeze the size of the electorate. The politics of suffrage were shaped by 
vectors of class, ethnicity, and party, but these vectors were never identical 
nor even consistently parallel to one another. The battle lines were bent fur- 
ther by the omnipresent shadow of demands for the enfranchisement of 
women and by the indirection of ~roposals that would only partially dis- 
franchise (or enfranchise) members of particular groups. This was more 
guerilla than trench warfare. 

Money and the Vote 

If the law of hlassachusetts had been purposely framed with thc 
object of keeping worldngmen away fm~n the polls it could 
hardly have accomplished that object more dcctunlly than it 
does. It probably was drawn up with just that sinistcr purposc in 
view. In order to register it is necessary for the workingman to 
lose a day or at least half a day in presenting himself personally 
to substantiate his right m v o e n o  small sacrifice in the case of 



the hardly drivcn and badly paid workers in the cotton mills and 
other poorly remunerated industries. Then, again, the payment of 
the poll tax of $2 is a prerequisite to voting . . . 

The rrgistration and p~ll-tax law of Massachusetts is essentially 
unjust and un-American. It virtually debases the right of suthge 
to a part of the tax collecting machinery, and instead of making it 
really. as it is in theory, the birthright of every American citizen 
renders it a privilege to be secured by a money-payment. 

-Journal of Unitad Labor 

Contrary to received wisdom, economic requirements for voting were not a 
- 

dead issue after 1850. In addition to being resurrected in the South, such re- 
quirements persisted in some northern states and were revived or debated 
anew in others. (See tables A.10 and A.11.) Although difficult to justify be- 
cause they violated popular ideological norms, economic qualifications con- 
tinued to o f i  opponents of universal s d a g e  a direct and potentially 
efficient means of winnowing out undesirable voters. 

l'he unpopularity of economic qualifications was manifested in three states 
(Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Delaware), which abolished longstanding 
property or tax req~iiments at the end of the nineteenth centuty. In Massa- 
chusetts, the abolition was accomplished by the Democrats, with substantial 
labor and Irish Catholic support. For decades, the tax requirement had served 
as an obstacle to poor people's voting and as a drain on the treasuries of both 
political parties, who often paid the taxes of t he i~  constituents. By the late 
18806, the Democratic Part).--with more working-class supporters and thus 
greater financial exposure-reportedly was spending $50,000 at each e l d o n  
to pay the poll taxes of its sopportem. Taking advantage of a brief moment of 
statewide electoral strength, the Democrats pushed through a constitutional 
amendment repealing the tax requirement in 1891. While campaigning for 
repeal in the fice of vociferous conservative opposition, Governor William 
Russell claimed that the "tax deprives a man of his vote because of his poverty 
only" and warned that continued deprivation would only prompt the poor to 
adopt violent means of seeking change. According to Bosmn's mayor, the 
abolition of the poll tax led to an immediate 21 percent increase in the num- 
ber of persons on the city's voting lists." 

In adjacent Rhode Island, the Democratic Party also led a campaign 
against economic qualifications but with less satisfactory ksults. (Rhode Is- 
land was the last s i t e  to require property ownership to vote.) Passed in the 
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18409, its electoral laws permitted foreign-born citizens to vote in state 
elections only if they owned real property; the laws further barred all those 
without property from voting in city elections in Providence. Combined 
with an apportionment system heavily biased in favor of rural voters, these 
la-hich disfranchised roughly one fifth of the state's males and nearly 
80 percent of potential municipal voters in Providencwery effectively 
kept a Republican elite in power. 

By the 1880s, however, the Republicans were faltering, in part because of 
the growing electoral strength of the native-born children of Irish imrni- 
grants and because of corruption so flagrant that it repelled some of their 
traditional constituents. Supported by a coalition of middle-class reformers, 
advocates of women's suffrage, and labor, the Democrats successfully pres- 
sured Republicans into holding a referendum on the franchie in 1888. The 
electorate then approved the Bourn amendment, which eliminated the 
statewide property qualification for immigrants. The victory, however; was 
incomplete: the Bourn amendment extended the property requirement for 
municipal elections to all cities as well as to town meetings dealing withfi- 
nancial matters. At the same time, it imposed an annual registration re- 
quirement on propertyless voters. Consequently, suftiage reform remained 
an issue in Rhode Island well into the twentieth century, with the Demo- 
crats annually introducing legislation m repeal the municipal pmperty re- 
quirements. These efforts bore fruit' only in 1928, when men and women 
who did not own pmperty finally were permitted to vote in city elections.*' 

In Pennsylvania, attempts to repeal a taxpaying requirement were even 
less successful. The issue came to the fore at the constitutional convention 
of 1872-73: the convention's committee on suffrage recommended that the - 
tax qualification be dropped, a recommendation supported by Democrats 
and reform Republicans, including the committee's chair, H. Nelson McAl- 
lister. ~ c ~ l l i s k r ,  presenting the committee report, argued that "the right of 
suffrage" was perhaps not an "absolute personal right" but was a "natural so- 
cial right," belonging "to a man k a u s e  he is a man," not "because he is a 
taxpayer." McAllister found repugnant the prospect "of excluding from the 
right of sufFrage any man on the face of the earth because he is poor." Yet 
McAllister and his allies ran up against the powerful Republican political 
machine that ruled the state for decades and was well known for paying the 
taxes of its supporters. William Darlington, a machine Republican, objected 
strenuously to this "fundamental change" in the state's laws, a change that 
would allow "those to vote . . . who have no manner of stake in the govern- 
ment." Hi colleague, Charles Bowman, declared that he would "never vote" 



for a proposition 'by which vagabonds and stragglers shall have a right to 
step up to the election polls and cast a vote which will count just as much 
as the man whose property is taxed thousands of dollars." Thanks more to 
their political muscle than the power of their arguments, the defenders of a 
taxpaying requirement carried the day, and the qualification was carried 
over into the new constitution. Fifteen years later, opponents sponsored a 
constitutiond amendment to repeal the requirement, but the electorate, 
mobilized by the still-powerful machine (now headed by Matthew Quay, 
who played a key role in defeating the Lodge Force Bi), overwhelmingly 
rejected the amendment. Until the 1930s, the only success achieved by re- 
formers was the passage in 1897 of a weakly enforced law that required cit- 
izens to pay their taxes themselves.= 

Meanwhile, a handful of states that did not have property or taxpaying 
requirements considered imposing them, causing disputes in constitutional 
conventions in Indiana, Ohio, Colorado, Missouri, and Texas. (The last oc- 
curred in 1875, long before the great sweep of southern disfranchisement.) 
In the 1870s, the electorate of Maine narrowly rejected the adoption of the 
state's first taxpaying requirement, and the California constitutional con- 
vention of 1878-79, which expressly banned property requirements, de- 
clined to inscribe in its constitution a similar ban on poll tax restrictions.'' 

In many locales, there were serious debates regarding the implementation 
of more politically palatable economic qualifications: selective ones that 
would apply in some elections but not others. The most celebrated contest 
occurred in New York in the late 1870s, when a commission appointed by 
the Democratic governor. Samuel Tilden, recommended the creation of a 
board of finance to control taxation and expenditures in each of the state's 
cities. In the largest cities, this board was &be  elected by men who owned 
and had paid two years of taxes on property valued at $500 or more; poten- 
tial voters also could become eligible by establishing that they had paid an 
annual rent for two years of at least $250. In lesser cities, the same princi- 
ples would apply, but the valuations were lower. Aimed at New York City's 
Democratic machine and at working-class voters throughout the state, this 
proposal was endorsed by the business community, the state's social and fi- 
nancial elite, prominent politicians, major newspapers and magazines, and 
leading liberal reformers such as Godkin. Characterized by supporters as a 
means of lowering taxes and making clear to voters "that municipal &irs 
are business affairs, to be managed on business principles," the measure 
would have deprived a sizable majority of the state's urban population from 
participating in decisions affecting municipal taxes or expenditures. The 
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Republicans introduced the measure to the legislature as a constitutional 
amendment, where it was approved in 1877. New York, however, required 
that proposed amendments bc passed by two successive legislatures before 
being submitted to a popular vote, and the following yealvnhappily for 
advocates of municipal property requirements-Democrats gained a leg- 
islative majority and blocked passage of the amendment.25 

Although defeated in New York, selective or municipal economic qualifi- 
cations were imposed in cities and towns scattered throughout the wuntry. 
The legislature in Maryland had the authority to impose taxpaying require- 
ments in all municipal elections, and it did so for numemus towns and cities, 
including Annapolis. Municipal tax qualifications also appeared in Kentucky, 
Vermont, Texas, and eventually some communities in New York-as well as 
Rhode Island. Michigan in 1908 decided that only owners of taxable prop- 
erty could vote on any referendum question "which involves the di ic t  expen- 
diture of public money or the issue of bonds." Arizona, Oklahoma, and Utah 
passed similar legislation, and New York in 1910 r e s a i d  school board vot- 
ing to either the parents of school-age c h i i ~ n  or property owners in the 
school district. Kansas, early in the twentieth cennuy, adopted a technique 
that would be emulated for decades: it created new govermnental en t i t i e s  
dminage boards, in this case-that possessed highly specific yet crucial pow- 
ers, and for which only taxpayers could vote. (For a listing of various tax and 
property qualifications, see tables A.10 and A.11JZ6 

The legahty of selective economic prerequisites for voting was affirmed 
consistently by the courts. In 1902, for example, the New York Court of 
Appeals upheld a state law that permitted the village of Fulton to restrict 
voting on financial pmpositions to those awning property in the village. 
Distinguishing between the right to vote in general state elections and the 
right to vote on municipal financial matters, the court ruled that the legis- 
lature had the right and duty "to protect the taxpayers of every city and vil- 
lage in the state."-And what better or more effective method of   re venting 
. . . abuses and protecting. . . taxpayers could be devised," queried the court, 
'than to restrict the right ofvoting upon pmpositions for borrowing money 
or for contracting debts, to the persons who arc liable to be taxed fbr the 
payment of such debts?" Similarly, the supreme court of Kansas found a way 
to rule that the taxpaying requirement for drainage board elections was con- 
stitutional, despite the i c t  that the Kansas Constitution-like many others 
wrimn at midcentury-wtpressly banned property and tax qualifications for 
voting. The court concluded that the ~recedent established by the enfran- 
chisement ofwomen in school board elections made clear that the provi- 
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sions of the state constitution applied only to those offices and elections ex- 
plicitly mentioned in the constitution itself. The U.S. Supreme Court made 
clear that it too did not see anything unconstitutional about taxpaying or 
property requirements in Myers w. Andmon in 1915. Although the Court 
overturned the Maryland law that limited suffrage in Annapolis to taxpay- 
ers, it did so only because of a grandfather clause that permitted nonax- 
payers to vote if they were the descendants of men who had been legal 
voters in 1868. The Court thus found the law to be racially discriminatory 
in violation of the Fifteenth Amendment; at the same time, however, it 
noted that economic discrimination in the form of a property requirement 
was presumed to be ufree from constitutional objection."27 

This same reasoning permitted numerous states to continue excluding 
paupers h m  the franchise. As table A.6 indicates, a dozen states, all in the 
Northeast and the South, barred from the franchise any man who received 
public aid. In addition, four states excluded inmates of poorhouses or char- 
itable institutions, and many more throughout the country prohibited such 
inmates from gaining a legal residence in the town or city where the insti- 
tution was located. Paupers therefore could not vote unless they were able 
to travel to their community of origin, an unlikely prospect. With the ex- 
ception of Arkansas, no state repealed its pauper exclusion law, while many 
of the statutes aimed at inmates wcre passed after the Civil War.18 

The reach of the laws, however, was narrowed. Whatever ambiguity 
might once have existed regarding the definition ofpauper, it was well un- 
derstood in the late nineteenth century that the term applied only to men 
who received public support. Legislatures and courts also took steps to clar- 
ify the temporal dimensions of the exclusions, usually (but not always) spec- 
ifying that a man was barred from the polls only if he was a pauper at the 
time that an election was held: prior pauperism was not grounds for dis- 
franchisement. In Massachusetts, the House of Representatives asked the 
Supreme Judicial Court in 1878 to give an advisory opinion regarding 
"whether a person who is admitted to have been, and to have ceased to be, 
a pauper, must have ceased to be such for any definite period of time before 
he can exercise the right of sufliage."The court concluded that no such pe- 
riod of "probation" was required. 'The disqualification of pauperism or 
guardianship, like that of alienage or nonage, is not required to have ceased 
to exist for any definite period of time, in order to entitle a man . . . to ex- 
ercise the right of suffsage." New Hampshire was less generous: anyone re- 
ceiving aid within ninety days of an election was disqualified.29 

i.' 
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Despite the temporal limitations, pauper exclusions prevented thousands 
of men in Massachusetts (and perhaps hundreds of thousands nationwide) 
From voting. As important, the disciplinary edge to the laws remained 
sharp: the reason that the Massachusetts House of Representatives sought 
an opinion from the Supreme Judicial Court was that i t  hoped to apply the 
pauper exclusion law to all men who had received relief at any time during 
the year preceding an election. To do so, it considered requiring local over- 
seers of the poor to report the names of such men to election officials. The 
legislature's concern stemmed from the dramatic increase in the number of 
persons seeking public relief during the prolonged depression of the 1870s. 
Despite abundant evidence that those people were jobless "through no fault 
of their own," many respectable citizens were convinced that men who 
sought relief were "slackers," "loafers," and "tramps" who needed to be dis- 
ciplined: not coincidentally, the same legislature that sought to extend the 
pauper exclusion law passed "anti-tramp" legislation making it a crime for a 
jobless man to travel fiom town to town in search of work As Charles T. 
Itussell, a critic of these laws, noted, those who advocated the redefinition 
ofpauper to include "a person who has within a year received public assis- 
tance" believed that paupers wcre not unfortunate but unworthy, that "once 
a pauper always a pauper."30 

That the pauper disqualification could serve as a means of social disci- 
pline also was revealed in the course of a strike in New Bedford, Massa- 
chusetts, in 1898. When striking textile workers sought public relief to help 
tide them over months without income, they were told by city officials that 
receiving such relief would disqualify them from voting in the next election. 
The announcement sparked an uproar in New Bedford, particularly when 
one striker, despite illness in his family, with nw his application for aid so 
that he would not be disfranchised. After th mayor had been informed of 
his plight, legal guidance was sought from t e city solicitor, who then dug 
up the Supreme Judicial Court's 1878 opinio 1 and announced that relief re- 
cipients could vote if they had ceased receiving aid by election day.'rhe so- 
licitor's report was front-page news in the overwhelmingly working-class 
city, and advocates of disfranchisement backed off. Nonetheless, the mes- 
sage was clew. poverty could cost workingmen their political rights. Turn- 
ing to the state for aid had a price and would transform a needy worker into 
something less than a full dtizen.The national magazine of the machinists' 
union reported on the case in detail, observing that "if the capitalistic class 
succeeded in robbing every man of his vote who was forced to apply for re- 



lief, it wouldn't be long before a great percentage of our citizens would be 
voteless. Them is nothing they fear so much as a vote."31 

Immigrants Unwelcomed 

In my judgment, whenever the United States finds itself at war 
with a foreign wunhy, and realizes the need of soldiers, the need 
of strong bodies, brawny arms and brave hearts, they will be lib- 
eral enough in extending the right of suffage and the facilities to 
become citizens to our foreign born fellow men. But in times of 
profound peace, when war's dread alarms are not sounding 
through the land, they relapse back into the old channel, and re- 
quin: them m serve an apprenticeship before they shall become 
voters or citizens of the United States. 

Overtly class-based economic restrictions were accompanied by legal changw 
expressly designed to reduce the number of "undesirable" immigrants who 
could vote. Beginning in the 1890s, the nation wim&sed the growth of a sig- 
nificant movement to restria immigration altogether, one source of which 
was widespread middle-class anxiety about the impact of the foreign-bom on 
politics, particularly urban politics. The e f b t  to keep immigrants h m  the 
polls, however, was somewhat distinct from the movement for outright re- 
striction, and it bore h i t  long before Congress passed the pathbreaking n- 
smction and quota acts of 1921 and 1924.32 

One critical step in this campaign was the revocation of state laws that 
permitted noncitizen declarants (those who had lived in the United States 
for two years and formally filed declarations of their intent to become citi- 
zens) to vote. As described in chapter 2, such laws became common in the 
Midwest in the mid-nineteenth century, and they also were enacted in parts 
of the South and West after the Civil War. Yet even before the last of these 
laws were passed, in the 1880s and 1890s, the pendulum of public opinion 
had begun to swing in the opposite d ic t ion .  (See table A.12.) As the ratio 
of immigrant workers to settlers soared and the need to encourage settk- 
ment diminished, granting the franchise to noncitizens seemed increasingly 
undesirable and risky. 

At  the Ohio Constitutional Convention of 1873-74, for example, a com- 
mittee recommendation in favor of enfranchising declarant aliens produced 

days of stormy debate. Ohio was one of the few midwestern states that had 
not authorized noncitizen voting, and proponents of the new law, many of 
them Democrats and some foreign-born, offered a variety of arguments for 
bringing the state in line with its neighbors. Enfranchising aliens who had 
filed "first papers" would encourage migration, attach immigrants tg Amer- 
ican institutions, and justly reward loyal aliens who had fought in the Civil 
War or might serve in the military in the future. Denying noncitizens the 
vote stigmatized the foreign-born and implied that they were inferior to re- 
cently enfranchised blacks. Opponents of alien s u h g e  countered with 
Parkmanesque images of ignorant, foreign-born paupers ill-equipped to 
participate in democratic politics. They also contended that suffrage ought 
to derive from. citizenship, that it was unconstitutional for the state to usurp 
the federal government's authority to create citizens, and that i t  was "dan- 
gerous to confer sutfiage upon those who owe their allegiance to foreign 
powers." Reflecting the heat of a simultaneous debate about women's suf- 
frage, some opponents further maintained that it would be unseemly, if not 
unjust, to enfranchise alien males while women remained voteless. 

Embedded in these opposition arguments were strident emotions, a 
xenophobia that interlaced left-over Know-Nothingism with newly inten- 
sified anxieties about racial equality. Lewis D. Campbell, a delegate from 
the small town of Butler, insisted that the racial equality provisions of the 
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments heightened the menace of immi- 
gration. If alien s&ge were permitted, 

it will be granted not only to the unnaturalized foreigner who comes here 
from Eumpcan countries, but also to the unnaturalized African who might 
be brought over. . .by Dr. Livingstone; and should he capture in the jungles 
of that benighted land . . . a specimen of the connecting iink bemen man 
and the animal, as described by the theory of Darwin, and bring him to Ohio, 
that link could not only claim to become a citizen of the Unitcd States, but 
without naturalization . . . claim to be a sovereign, a voter and an ofice- 
holder.. . .The Chinese, the Japanese, and even the Ashantees, who arc now 
at  war with England . . . could become voters. 

Campbell also feared that wealthy "foreign capitalists," such as "the Roth- 
schilds," could control American elections by "colonizing" aliens into key elec- 
toral dismcts. Just how widespread the fix of blacks, Jews, and the missing 
link may have been is impossible to. determine, but Campbell, a Republican- 
turned-Democratic Congressman and vice-president of the constitutional 
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convention, was hardly the only delegate to voice xenophobic concerns. After 
a week of debate, the proposal to e h n c h i s e  aliens in Ohio was defeated.33 

The debate in Ohio was unusually prolonged and colorful, but there was 
nothing unusual about either its content or the outcome of the vote: most 
states rejected alien s u f i g e  proposals in the late nineteenth century, and be- 
ginning with Idaho texritory in 1874, states that had permitted noncitizens 
to vote began to repeal their dedarant alien provisions. This rollback picked 
up steam in the wake of the depression of the 1890s and the assassination of 
President McKinley by an immigrant in 1901; it accelerated again during 
and after World War I, when concerns about the loyalty of the foreign-born 
contributed to a rare instance of wartime contraction of the hnchise. The 
last state to permit noncitizens to vote was Arkansas, which abolished the 
practice in 1926.34 (See table A.12.) 

While alien suffrage was being phased out, numerous states placed new 
obstacles in the path of immigrant voters: most commonly these were sup- 
ported by some Republicans, opposed by Democrats, and justified on the 
grounds that they would reduce fraud. One such obstacle was to require 
naturalized citizens to present their naturalization papers to election offi- 
cials before registering or voting. Although not unreasonable on its face, this 
requirement, as lawmakers knew, was a significant pmedural hurdle for 
many immigrants, who might easily have lost their papers or been u n a m  
of the requirement. "A sad feature" of New Jersey's requirement, observed 
the New York Herald in 1888, 'was that many persons will be deprived of 
their vote, as their papers are either worn out, lost, or mislaid." Particularly 
when coupled with provisions that permitted anyone present at the polls to 
challenge the credentials of immigrant voters, these laws placed substantial 
discretionary power in the hands of local oficials.35 

Another method, mildly echoing Know-Nothing demands, was to pro- 
hibit naturalized citizens from voting unless they had been naturalized well 
before any specific election. Couched as an antidote to mass election-eve 
naturalizations, these laws placed a unique burden on foreign-born citizens 
and prevented aliens from deciding to become citizens because they had be- 
come interested in the outcome of a particular election. (Since few aliens 
became citizens as soon as the five-year minimum residency period had ex- 

pired, such decisions were likely not unusual.) Indeed, in 1887, the Supreme 
Judicial Court of Massachusetts overturned the commonwealth's statutory 
one-month waiting on the grounds that it was not a "reasonable" 
regulation of electoral procedures but was instead "calculated injuriously to 
restrain and impede in the exercise of their rights the dass to whom it ap- 

plies."This logic, however, was not embraced in other courts: five states did 
impose waiting periods on the foreign-born. In New York and California, 
immigrants had to wait a full ninety days after naturalization before they 
could vote. (See table A.12.)36 

The concems that prompted such efforts to keep immigrants from the 
polls also contributed to the tightening of federal immigration and natural- 
ization laws between 1880 and the 1920s. Keeping undesirable immigrants 
out of the country or keeping them from being naturalized was viewed as 
one of the best "safeguards of the suffrage" by many who were apprehensive 
about immigrant voters. Immigration and naturalization laws in fact had 
changed very little between 1802 and the 1880s, although Congress in 1870 
passed a law specifjring that naliens of African nationality and persons of 
African descent," as well as whites, were eligible to be naturalized. (Exactly 
what white meant was debated in the nation's courts for decades.) Begin- 
ning in 1882, however, Congress began to narrow the channels through 
which the flow of European immigrants passed. In that year, i t  enacted a 
law that barred convicts, "lunatics," "idiots," and people likely to become 
public charges fmm entering the United States. A head tax of 50 cents was 
imposed on each immigrant, and steamship companies were required to 
screen their passengers and pmvide return passage for any who were refused 
admission. In subsequent years, the list of undesirables was extended to in- 
clude contract laborers, polygamists, those suffering from dangerous conta- 
gious diseases, epileptics, professional beggars, and anar~hists.~' 

Behueen 1906 and 1910, Congress also codsed the naturalization laws, 
prohibiting many "undesirable" foreign-born residents fiom becoming citi- 
zens, setting a time limit on the validity of declarations of intent, and requir- 
ing candidates for naturalization to write their own names and present ample 
proof (including wimesses) of their eligibiity and continuous residence in the 
United States for five years.These laws we& unabashedly aimed at making it 
more difficult for men and women to bewme citizens, and by all accounts 
they succeedek reducing the proportion of unmigrants who could vote. Some 
judges, moreover, applied a political litmus test to potential citizens, refirsing 
to naturalize men "with the slightest sympathy for the principles of Socialism" 
or uade unionism. In 1912, a federal judge in Seattle even revoked the citi- 
zenship of a naturalized citizen who espoused socialism.~B 

The most controversial reform of the immigration laws was the imposi- 
tion of a literacy or education test for admission to the United States. This 
idea was first introduced in Congress by Henry Cabot Lodge in 1895: al- 
though passed with bipartisan support, it was vetoed by I'resident Grover 
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Cleveland early in 1897. For the next two decades, it was reintroduced al- 
most annoally, garnering the support of a unique, if not bizarre, coalition of 
northem professionals, many Republicans, southern Democrats, anti- 
Catholics, anti-Semites, and the American Federation of Labor. Although 
unstated, the bill's target was clearly the "new" immigrant population, east- 
ern and southern Europeans who had high rates of illiteracy (more than 20 
percent in 1914) and who generally were regarded as less desirable than 
their English, German, Scandinavian, and wen Irish predecessors. There 
also was an unmistakable class thrust to the proposal: as one supporter 
tellingly argued, 

the theory of the educational test is that it furnishes an indirect method of 
excluding those who are undesirable, not merely becau.se of their illiteracy but 
for other reasons . . . there is a fairly constant relation between illiteracy, the 
amount of money brought by the immigrant, his standard of living, his tcn- 
dency to crime and pauperism, [and] his disposition to congregate in the 
slums of cities. 

After the turn of the century, literacy qualifications for immigrants twice 
more were passed by Congress and vetoed, first by W i a m  Howard Taft 
and then by Woodmw Wilson. During World War I, however, concerns 
about the loyalty of the foreign-born, wupled with a new emphasis on the 
"Americanization" of immigrants, gave a boost to the measure, and in 1917 
Congress mustered enough votes to override Wilson's second veto.39 

Intense as apprehensions about poor European immigrants may have been,. 
they paled in comparison to American attitudes toward the Chinese and 
other east Asians: by the final quarter of the n i n e n t h  century, most Amer- 
icans-and especially those on the West Coast=vanted not only to keep the 
Chinese from voting but to halt Chinese immigration and even deport those 
who were already here. The center of anti-Chinese agitation was California, 
which housed a sizable population of Chinese migrants (but less than 
100,000), many of whom had been recruited to help build the nation's nil- 
mads. Feared because of their willingness to work for low wages and despised 
for racial and cultural reasons, the Chinese had nwer been a significant polit- 
ical presence because they had almost always been heated as nonwhite and 
therefore inehgible for citizenship. Nonetheless, the Chinese became the t a r  

get of fierce racism during the depression of the 1870s, one consequence of 
which was the passage of a series of federal laws, beginning in 1882, that 
strictly limited and then halted Chinese immigration. (Later variants of the 
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law atso banned the Japanese.) Such restriction, according to a congressional 
c o m m i m  was necessary in order to 'discourage the large influx of any class 
of population to whom the ballot cannot be safely confided." It was widely 
agreed that the Chinese,"an indigestible mass . . . distinct in language, pagan 
in religion, inferior in mental and moral qualities," constituted such a c1ass.N 

But these federal laws were not suficient to satisfy western xenophobes. 
In California in the late 1870s, anti-Chinese agitators, led by small busi- 
nessman and Irish immigrant Denis Kearney, took command of the fledg- 
ling Marxian Workingmen's Party and used it as a vehicle to capture control 
ofthe San Francisco city government and gain significant influence in state 
politics. The pmgram of Kearney's party, reminiscent of the Know-Noth- 
ing~, contained an amalgam of progressive, anti-big business (and antirail- 
road) pmposals, rhetoric denouncing the mainstream political parties, and a 
slew of measures designed to remove the Chinese from the state's economic 
and political life. One proposal even called for disfranchising anyone who 
hired a Chinese worker.'" 

Although working class and lower middle class in origin, Kearney's move- 
ment quickly succeeded in garnering broad support for the anti-Chinese ele- 
ments of its pmgram. As a result, the California Constitutional Convention 
of 1878-79, heavily populated by Workingmen's delegates, passed almost 
without objection a series of anti-Chinese articles. One delegate claimed that 
without such laws, California would become "the mercenary Mecca of the 
scum o f A s i a 3  loathsome Chinese province." Although many of these mea- 
sures were thrown out by the courts, the suffrage provision of the 1879 wn- 
stitl~tion remained in foxe until 1926. It specified that "no native of China" 
(the wording was aimed at circumventing the Fifteenth Amendment's ban on 
racial barriers) "shall ew exercise the privileges of an elector in this State." 
The convention's formal address to the people of California declared that this 
article was "intended to guard against a possible change in the naturalization 
laws so as to admit Chinese to citizenship." Similar pmvisions appeared in the 
constitutions of Oregon and Idaho.41 

Educated Voters 

A knowledge of the language of our laws and the faculty of in- 
forming oneself without aid of their provisions, would in itself 
constitute a test, if rigorously enforced, incompatible with the ex- 

istcncc of a proletariat. 
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The great danger of the proposed reform (?) is that it strikes at 
the root of free government by substituting a quaifidon of ac- 
quirement for the qualification of nature, i.e., Manhood, the only 
qualification that can safely be set upon the republican franchise. 
. . .If a republic can be got to admit that the right to vote is de- 
pendent upon the ability to read and write it may just as consis- 
tently dccide that that right is a privilege dependent upon the 
ability to pay a certain amount of taxes. 

Perhaps the most popular method of constricting the electorate was the lit- 
eracy or education test. Massachusetts and Connecticut had adopted such 
tests in the 1850s, and support for them became widespread beginning in 
the 1870s, as the memories and taint of Knaw-Nothingism faded. Requit- 
ing voters to be literate, particularly in English, had a number of apparent 
virtues: it would reduce the "ignorance" of the electorate and weed out siz- 
able numbers of poor immigrant voters (outside of the South, the native- 
born population was almost entirely literate); moreover, it would do so in a 
way that was ideologically more palatable than taxpaying restrictions or 
waiting periods for the foreign-born. Literacy tests did not overtly discrim- 
inate against particular classes or ethnic groups, and literacy itself was a re- 
mediable shortcoming. While the federal government was debating an 
education test for citizenship, the states began to entertain the possibiity of 
imposing their own tests on potential voters. 

An indirect and limited means of promoting a literate elecmrate was the 
adoption of the secret or Australian ballot (which first appeared in Australia 
in 1856 and then was implemented in England in 1872). For much of the 
nineteenth century, voters had obtained their ballots h m  political parties: 
since the ballots generally contained only the names of an individual party's 
candidates, literacy was not required All that a man had to do was drop a bal- 
lot in a bax. Since ballots tended to be of different sizes, shapes, and colors, a 
man's vote was hardly a secre- election officials, party bosses, employers, 
or anyone else watching the polls. (In theory, a voter could write his own ba- 
lot, or "scratchn names from a party ballot, but it was difficult to keep such ac- 
tions confidential.) The Australian ballot was an efTort m remedy this 

situation and presumably thc corruption and intimidation that flowed from it: 
it was a standard ballot, usually printed by the city or state, containing the 
names of all candidates for office; the voter, often in private, placed a mark by 
the names of the candidates or parties for whom he wished to vote." 

The first American experiment with the Australian ballot, in Louisviue in 
1888, was rapidly followed by its adoption almost everywhere in the United 
States. Despite (or perhaps underscored by) the opposition of machine politi- 
cians, the democratic virtues of secret voting were widely apparent.The Aus- 
tralian ballot was, howevw, an obstacle to participation by many illiterate 
foreign-born voters in the North, as well as uneducated black voters in the 
South. In some states, this problem was remedied by expressly permitting il- 
literate voters to be assisted or by attaching party embkms to the names of 
candidates; in others, it was compounded by complex ballot configurations 
that easily could stymie the illiterate. (An Ohio court in 1909 issued a non- 
binding dichun questioning whether the state's ballot laws constituted an un- 
constitutional, back-door education test.) In more than a fav states, including 
New York, rules governing the physical appearance and comprehensibility of 
the ballot were a partisan battlefield for years; (See table A.13.p4 

Both before and after adoption of the Australian ballot, many states con- 
sidered adding more direct and robust literacy tests to the qualifications re- 
quired of voters. 'lhe argument for doing so was three-pronged. Its core, of 
course, was that illiterate men lacked the intelligence or knowledge necessary - 
m be wise or even adequate voters. A voter who cannot read, insisted E. L. 
Godkin, "may be said to labor, for all political purposes, under mental inca- 
pacity." A delegate to Michigan's constitutional convention of 1907 main- 
tained similarly that "it is of the highest importance that any man who is 
called upon to perform the function of voting should be not only intelligent 
but also be able to find out for himselfwhat the real questions before the pub- 
lic m."A second justification, aimed particularly at new immigrants, was that 
English-language literacy was essential for the foreign-born to become prop- 
erly acquainted with American values and institutions. The third was that 
tying voting to literacy would encourage assimilation and education, which 
would benefit American society as well as immigrants themselves.45 

Reasonable as these arguments sounded, they often sparked vehement 
opposition, much of which was grounded in the (accurate) perception that 
literacy requirements discriminated against foreign-born citizens and were 
designed to reduce their electoral strength. In New York, where education 
tests were proposed at constitutional conventions in 1846,186748,1894, 
and 1915, a delegate derided them in 1915 as "another attempt upon the 



part of the rural communities of this State to restrict the voting capacity of 
the city of New York where the greatest number of foreigners have their 
homes." In many states, opponents attacked the proposals as shameful re- 
vivals of Know-Nothingism, insulting to immigrants, and violating Ameri- 
can traditions: "if literacy were a valid test of voting . . . nearly fifty percent 
of our early settlers . . . the men who are idolized to-day as the pioneers of 
civilization . . . would not be entitled to vote." Virtue and intelligence were 
not confined to the literate, and it was hndamentally unfair to deny people 
the rights, while imposing the obligations, of citizenship. "You will disfian- 
chise many a man who understands what he is voting on just as well as we 
do," declared a Michigan delegate. "If a man is ignorant, he needs the bal- 
lot for hi protection all the more," insisted a New York Democrat in 1868. 
"If you disfranchise a man because he cannot read and write," argued a 
member of Missouri's convention in 1875, "then, in my judgment you ought 
not to call upon him to repair the public highways, you ought not ask him 
to pay taxes . . . you ought not to call upon him when the enemy invades 
your country." One of his colleagues even satirized the pmposed literacy test 

and the benefits that it would purportedly bring to his state: 

We might go a step further, and I have no doubt my friends will join me in 
this. It is desirable that a man should not only know how to read and write 
but that he should be educated in the higher branches. We might graduate 
this thing, and say that in 1876 he shall read and write, that in 1878, at the 
next biennia election he should understand Geography and that in 1880 he 
shall understand Arithmetic, and we might thus proceed gradually from 
Arithmetic to English Grammar, and from English Grammar to History, 
Moral and Mental Philosophy . . . we should have a generation by the time 
the 19th century closes the most intelligent, the most prosperous, the most 
happy here in the State of Missouri upon the face of the habitable globe.& 

The opposition was sufficiently strong that most states outside of the 
South declined to impose literacy tests. Not surprisingly, northern Demo- 
crats, who counted the urban poor among their constituents, generally voted 
against education requirements. So mo did politically organized ethnic 
groups, regardless of their party affiliationwhich helps m explain why no 
English-language literacy tests were imposed in the Midwest: the German 
and Scandinavian communities of the Midwest, though often allied with the 
Republicans, vehemently opposed education requirements. Missouri rejected 
a literacy test in 1875, as did Michigan in 1907, and Illinois on several o a -  

sions, up to and including 1920. In New Morico, a sizable Spanish-speaking 
electorate went so far as to write into the state's first constitution that "the 
right of any citizen . . . to vote . . . shall never be restricted, abridged, or im- 
paired on account of inabiity to speak, read, or write the English and Span- 
ish languages." In New York, the Democrats, backed by the Irish and later 
the Italian and Jewish communities, successfully resisted a test until after 
World War 1.47 

Nonetheless, by the mid-1920s, thirteen states in the North and West 
were disfranchising illiterate citizens who met all other eligbility require- 
ments. (See table A.13.) In all of these states, the Republican Parry was 
strong; several had large immigrant populations that played important roles 
in party competition; a handhl of others were predominantly rural states 
with small but visible clusters of poor foreign-born voters; several also had 
significant Native American populations. In Massachusetts and Connecti- 
cut, Republicans were able m beat back recurrent Democratic efforts to re- 
peal the laws that had been passed in the 1850s. Massachusetts, in 1889, 
demanded that anyone who had not voted for four years had to take a new 
literacy tesq by a ten-to-one majority, voters in Connecticut in 1895 en- 
dorsed an amendment specifying that literacy had to be 'in the English lan- 
guage." Wyoming, where only 2 percent of the population was 
fonign-born, instituted a literacy requi~ment in 1889 both ro disfranchise 
miners and guard against a future influx of immigrants.48 

Five years later, California enacted a wnstihltiond amendment that dis- 
franchised any "person who shall not be able to read the Conshtution in the 
English language and write his name." The amendment (a precursor of 
which had been defeated in 1879) originated more in grass-roots pressure 
than in organized partisan conflict. The idea first was broached in the as- 
m b l y  by a Republican veteran of the anti-Chinese agitation: bipartisan 
opposition to it cmmb~ed in the face of a petition campaign and then an ad- 
visory referendum signaling that nearly 80 percent of the electorate sup- 
ported an education requirement. Aimed d i i se ly  at the Chinese, Mexican 
Americans, "the ignorant foreign vote," and "hosts of immigrants pouring 
in from fokgn countries," the amendmenwhich contained a grandfa: 
ther clause exempting current w t e r s l h e n  was passed by the legislature 
with little 0pposition.~9 

Remarkably, New York, which had the largest immigrant population in 
the nation, also passed a constitutional amendment instituting a literacy re- 
quirement in 1921: prospective voters were obliged either to pass a stringent 
English-language reading and writing test administered by the Board of 



Regents or pmsent evidence that they had at least an eighth-grade educa- 
tion in an approved school. Although similar proposals had been defeated 
in earlier decades, the Republican-dominated legislature, backed by reform 
organizations such as the Citizens' Union, succeeded in pushing the 
amendment through in the aftermath of the war and the antiradical, anti- 
immigrant Red Scare of 1919.The amendment, which had the potential of 
disfranchising, among others, hundreds of thousands of Yiddish-speaking 
Jews, was backed overwhelmingly by upstate voters and even received a ma- 
jority in New York City. Support for a literacy test also may have been 
strengthened by the recent enfranchisement of women, which was believed 
likely to "produce 189,000 more illiterate ~0ters."50 

The potential impact of these Literacy l a w a l l  ofwhich were sanctioned 
by the courts--was enormous. According to the census (which relied on 
self-reporting), there were nearly 5 million illiterate men and women in the 
nation in 1920, roughly 8 percent of the voting-age population. Other 
sources suggest that in f&t the figure was much higher.Twenty-five percent 
of men who took an army literacy test during World War I, for example, 
were judged to be illiterate and another 5 percent semilitexate. To be sun, 
education tests were not always rigorously administered, and several states 
"grandfathered" men and women who could already vote. Still, literacy n- 
quirements, North and South, could be a potent weapon. In New York (the 
only locale for which data exist), roughly 15 percent of all those who took 
the English-language literacy test between 1923 and 1929 (55,000 persons 
out of 472,000) failed; and it seems safe m assume (as did contemporaries) 
that many more potential voters did not take the test because they thought 
they had little chance of passing. Thus a reasonable estimate is that a min- 
imum of several hundred thousand voters-and likely more than a mil- 
lion-were barred by these tests, outside of the South. In 1900, one 
reformer, echoing others, lamented that a iiteracy test "does not go far 
enough: it places the hod-carrier who knows his alphabet on a level with the 
President of Harvard College." Yet there were surely some hod carriers who 
did not know their alphabet well enough to attain that exalted parity.51 

Migrants and Residents 

No one knows better than the learned counsel on the other side 
and the lawyers of this committee the diiculty in modern times 
of pmving a person's residence, no matter what his position in life 
may be. It has required the Supreme Court to tell Nat Thayer 
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and William F. Weld and John H. Wright where t l q  lived. And 
the more migratory thc population, the poorer the person, the 
less worldly effects with which he is endowed, the more difficult 
becomes the question at any particular day or hour where he is 
residing. He is not a householder, he owns not even a trunk, his 
worldly goods are on his back or in his pocket, and wl~ere he lives 
it is difficult, of course difficult, to say, whether it be in a palace 
on the Back Ray or in a pigstye in Ward 17. 

-ARGU~IENT OF ARTHUR T. JOHNSON 

I N  A CONTESTED ELECTION CASE, 
MASSACHU~ETTS, 1891 

Arthur T Johnson was right: the ditticulty of defining or establishing resi- 
dence indeed was becoming more complex 'in modern times," and "the 

, poorer the person," the greater the complexity. As an historian of Boston 
I would dis- almost a century later, that city's population was extremely 

mobile in the 1880s, and rates of mobiity roe as one descended the occupa- 
tional hierarchy. In the city as a whole, only 64 percent of all residents in 1880 
were still living there a decade later, for blue-collar workers, the proportion 
was substantially laver. Indeed, the number of persons who lived in Boston 
at some point in the 1880s was three times as large as the number who ever 
lived there at the same time. Boston was not unusual-nor were the 1880s.5" 

Given the peripatetic lives of Americans in general and workers in p a r  
ticular, it is hardly surprising that residency qualifications for voting often 
were in dispute. In contrast to other dimensions of electoral law, however, 
these disputes more often were juridical than political. Court cases 
abounded as citizens challenged their exclusion from the polls (or the in- 
clusion of others) because of their failure to meet residency requirements. 
At the heart of such conflicts was the difficulty of defining I-aidenre, partic- 
ularly in light of the increasingly accepted legal notion that sheer physical 
presence in a community for a specified length of time was not sufficient for 
a person to be considered a resident. As the Supreme Court of Colorado put 
it in 1896, 

We think the residence . . .contemplated [by the cnnstitution] is synonymous 
with 'home" or "domicile," and means an actual settlement within the state, 
and its adoption as a fixed and permanent habitation; and requires not only a 

. . 
:. personal presence for the requisite time, but a concurrence therewith of an in- 
: tention to make the place of inhabitancy the true home. 
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Physical presence thus had to be accompanied by the intention of ars were directed upward:"great interestsn or "designing politicians" 
in a community for what the courts came to desuibe as "an indefin advantage of short residency periods to "colonize" men into a par- 
Although the foncept was reasonable, intention could be difficult ar district in order to win an clection.55 
or prove. Consequently, cowts found nts of long residency requirements responded in kind: a member of 
intentions of both individuals and groups (such as ministers ids constitutional convention in 1872-73 objected that a proposed 
workers, who were often on the m nct residence rule would dishnchise thousands of working men who 
laws to extremely varied situations. On the whole, the insistence compelled to move from place to place so that they could live near their 
tended to make legal residence harder to establish, especially for m ployment: "You absolutely deprive them of the right to vote, just 
occupations demanded mobility, but the  rule^ were &yen are so poor and so unfortunate that they are forced to change 
with considerable sensitivity to individual cimurnstances.53 f dwelling within two months of election day." "Laboring men 

Although the rules developed by state courts &red from , as a general thing," insisted a California politician, "cannot 
one major issue there was uniformity: no jurisdiction questioned the one place as long as ninety days." In New York in the 18705, residents 
macy of statutes or constitutional amendments establishing unties, as well as-the New York State Teachers Association, 
cations-en lengthy residenc residence requirements.56 
m o m ,  the U.S. Supreme Cou table A.14 reveals, residency rules did not change much out- 
tutionality of residency quali fthe South. California and Colorado increased their required periods of 
ing on a Maryland law that required persons moving i states tinkered with precinct and county requirements, and 
declaration of intention to become state residents one year before they nnesota in 1893 passed an extraordinary law preventing migrant lumber- 
cast their ballots, the Court ruled that the "statute does not violate ad construction workers from gaining residence. As a nrle, however, the 
era1 right of the plaintiff."The Maryland law "is neither an unlawful generated only muted partisan warfare, and the prevailing patterns in 
ination . . . nor does it deny to hi the equal pmtection of the laws, were very similar to those in place in 1870. Notably, no state in the 
repugnant to any hndamental or inalienable rights of citizens."54 Rhode Island briefly, adopted the punitive, two-year 

While the courts debated the definition of residen becoming common in the South. 
tutional conventions, and sometimes legislatures, 'to determine the years also wimessed the codification of residency rules for three in- 
ate length of residency requirements. In much of the nation, there was a of men whose situations were anomalous: residents 
consensus that a yeah residence in the state was necessary and sufficie I institutions, soldiers and sailors, and stu- 
a man to responsibly exercise the franchise, a1 many states enacted laws that   re vented inhabitants 
states the consensus period was six months. institutions fmm becoming legal res- 
county, and district requirements. Those who favored relatively long e institutions were located. The same 
of residence (usually three to six months) commonly argued tha nnel, although most states (to avoid the 
needed time to "become very largely interested in the local politics of ing soldiers) also specified that soldiers and sailors 
or precinct" and to become "identified with the interests of the corn away from home did not lose their residence in their original 
Almost always, such arguments contained i 
"The citizens of any precinct have the r be students at colleges, seminaries, and 
population," noted an Illinois delegate in 1870. "Our state," obsennd rning. In many states, there was substantial 
his colleagues, "is now a great railroad state. There are a great number ent in favor of prohibiting students from gaining residence in the 
eratives in the service of thes unities where they attended college: claiming that students were not 
a particular locality.. . and the penna ity, political leaders cited anecdotes of stu- 
ests voted down by these casual and temporary residents." In some insrna being paraded to the polls to vote en masse, of unscrupulous politi- 
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cians enlisting students to cast their ballots, and of students (who did not 
pay taxes) voting to impose tax increases on permanent residents. There 
was, however, a notable degree of resistance to such laws, grounded perhaps 
in a reluctance to keep respectable, middle-class, native-born men from vot- 
ing. "I cannot see the propriety of . . . discriminating against intelligent 
young men attending college," insisted a Pennsylvanian in 1873. Many 
states did end up specifying that students could not gain legal residence by 
attending educational institutions, although the courtsand occasiondy 
the legislatures as well--made exceptions for those who did not have other 
domiciles and wuld establish their intention to remain in the wmmunity 
where they were ~tudying.~' 

The notion that legal residence was tied as much to intention as physical 
presence inexorably led states to consider mechanisms for absentee voting- 
for men and women who were temporarily away fmm home but intended 
to return. Although there were venerable precedents for men casting their 
ballots without being physically present at polling places (in seventeenth- 
century Massachusetts, for example, men whose homes were vulnerable to 
Indian attack were permitted to vote without leaving their abodes), absen- 
tee voting was rare before 1860: only Oregon, in 1857, made it possible for 
men who were temporarily away from home to vote. Yet, as noted in chap- 
ter 4, the Civil W a r a n d  the desire to permit soldiers to vote during the 
war--severed the link between voting and physical presence in a commu- 
nity. After the war, more and more states made it possible for absent sol- 
diers to vote, particularly if they were stationed within their home state.The 
laws sometimes specified that they could vote anywhere in the state for 
statewide offices and anywhere in the district in wngressiond elections; 
casting ballots by mail was not the norm. World War I added a new urgency 
to the issue, since nearly three million men were inducted into the army. 
Accordingly, by 1918, nearly all states had made provisions for men serving 
in the military to cast their ballots, at least in time of war.58 

Soldiers opened the gates to a broader dispensation. The logic of allow- 
ing nonresident military personnel to vote seemed to apply almost equally 
well to others whose jobs forced them to be away from home on election 
day. The city of Somenrille's delegate to the Massachusetts Constitutional 
Convention of 1917-18 made the point at some length: 

there is a very clear-cut analogy . . . betwgn the votes of the soldiers and 
sailors on the one hand and such citizens as trainmen and traveling salesmen 
on the other . . . we are saying here . . . that the absent soldiers and sailors 
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should not be deprived of their enfranchisement at an election . . . becausc the 
State or the Nation has extended its own hand and removed these men, for 
the time, out of their place in the body politic . . .we also have an industrial 
aimation, or rather, an industrial system, and by that system, through no fault 
of their own, men are removed h m  their places in the body politic and de- 
prived of their rightti11 votes. The gygtcm of industry which is doing that, 
which removes these men, is l o  in the interest of the public good. The sac- 

rifices of the soldiers and sailors are more spectacular, and they are more im- 
pressive, but for the common good, these men removed from the voting 
booth by the system of industry, are toiling and sacrifidng. Therefore, it 
seems to me that the analogy is a perfect one. 

Whether or not the analogy was perfect, it was widely accepted: by the end 
of World War I, more than twenty states had provided for absentee voting on 
the part of anyone who wuld demonstrate a work-related mson (and in a few 
cam, any reason) for being absent on election day. Concerns about bud gen- 
erally were alleviated by tight procedural rules and requirements that absen- 
tee ballots be identical to wnventional ones.59 

The provision of absentee ballots, howwcr, did not address the largest 
issue raised by residency requirements: their disfranchisement of everyone 
who changed residences shortly before an election or who relocated h m  
one state to another in the year before an election. If one accepts the find- 
ings of scholars of geographic mobility, the impact of durational residency 
qullifications had to be substantial, particularly among blue-collar workers, 
many of whom moved from place to place incessantly. Precisely how sub- 
stantial is beyond the scope of this study, but a conservative estimate would 
be that 5-10 percent of the nation's adult population failed to meet the res- 
idency requirements at each election; for manual workers, the figure was 
surely highephigh enough to have potentially changed the outcomes of 
innumerable elections.60 

: .  Keeping Track of Voters 

The edifice of voting law acquired one additional pillar between the Civil 
War and World War I: preelection day registration. Before the 1870s in 
most states, there were no official preprepared lists of eligible voters, and 
men who sought to vote were not obliged to take any steps to establish their 
eligibility prior to election day. They simply showed up at the polls with 
whatever documentary proofs (or witnesses) that might be necessary. 'l'o be 
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sure, Massachusetts was registering voters as early as 1801, and a few other 
states implemented registration systems before 1850, but registration was 
uncommon before the Civil War.Moreover, as noted in chapter 3, most an- 
tebellum proposals for registration systems were rejected as unnecessary and 
partisan. 

Between the 1870s and World War I, however, the majority of states 
adopted formal registration procedures, particularly for their larger cities. 
The rationale for requiring voters to register and have their eligibility cer- 
tified in advance of elections was straightforward: it would help to elimi- 
nate fraud and also bring an end to disruptive election-day conflicts at the 
polls. Especially in urban areas, where corruption was believed to be con- 
centrated and voters were less likely to be known personally to election of- 
ficials, advance registration would give the state time to develop lists of 
eligible voters, check papers, interrogate witnesses, and verify the qualifi- 
cations of those who wished to vote. Although machine politicians ob- 
jected to registration systems because they were discriminatory (especially 
if instituted only in cities) and many small-town officials thought they 
were expensive and unlikely to work, proponents were generally able to 
override these objections with some ease.6' 

Yet the devil was in the details. However straightforward the principle of 
registration may have been, the precise specifications of registration laws 
were a different and more contested matter. How far in advance of elections 
did a man or woman have to register? When would registration offices be 
open? Did one register in the county, the district, the precinct? What doc- 
uments had to be presented and issued? How often did one have to regis- 
ter? All such questions had to be decided, and since the answers inescapably 
had implications for the composition of the electorate, they were a frequent 
source of contention. 

Three examples m a 1  the contours of the terrain. In New Jersey, a state 
with a long and colorful history of electoral disputes, Republicans instituted 
registration requirements in 1866 and 1867. All prospective voters had to 
register in person on the Thursday before each general election: anyone 
could challenge the claims of a potential registrant, and no one was permit- 
ted to vote if his name was not on the register. In 1868, the D e m m t s  
gained control of the State government and repealed the registration laws, 
stating that they penalized poor men who could not afford to take time off 
from their jobs to register. In 1870, the Republicans returned to power and 
reintroduced registration, this time making it applicable only to the seen 
cities with populations greater than 20,000. Six years later, the law was ex- 
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tended to all cities with more than 10,000 persons and to adjacent commu- 
nities; at the same time, in a concession to party organizations, the registra- 
tion procedure was liberalized, permitting any legal voter (such as a party 
worker) to enroll others by affidavit. During these years, and for decades 
thereafter, the two parties also feuded over the hours that polls would be 
open: when the Republicans were able to, they passed laws closing the polls 
at sunset on the grounds that illegal vating w q  most likely to occur after 
dark; the Democrats protested that "sunset laws" kept workers from voting, 
and when in power, they extended the hours into the evening.62 

These partisan battles continued to rage (Republicans imposed more 
stringent registration on Newark and Jersey City in 1888), al- 
though for a time the touchstone of conflict became ballot reform rather 
than registration. During the Progressive era, however, registration became 
the centerpiece of efforts, spearheaded by middle-class reformers, to limit 

: corruption and reduce the electoral strength of immigrants, blacks, and po- 
litical machines. In 1911, a package of two bills, the Geran Act and the 
Corrupt Practices Act, was introduced into the state legislature by a coali- 

., tion of independents, Republicans, and a few Democrats. After heated de- 
bate, during which urban Democrats succeeded in removing some of the 
legislation's most onerous features, the bills were passed, creating a registra- 
tion system that applied to every city with a population greater than 5,000 

: persons. Personal registration was now required, and it had to be renewed 
whenever a voter moved or failed to vote in an election. Prospective voters 

. were given only four days in which they could register, and at registration a 
;-, man was obliged not only to identify himself and hi occupation but to give 
j the names of his parents, spouse, and landlord, as well as a satisfactory de- 
: scription of the dwelling in which he lived. To no one's surprise, these re- 
:. forms sharply depressed turnout, particularly among blacks and 
. . : immigrants.63 
; In Illinois, a durable registration system was hammered into place in the 
'. I: 1880s. It was crafted by the business and social elites of Chicago, who were 
. . 
;. dismayed by their loss of political control of the city to allegedly corrupt 
: Democratic politicians. Their primary vehicle of reform was the Union 

League Club, founded in 1879 to pmmote a third term for Ulysses Grant < 
.. , and to push for reforms that would "presem the purity of the ballot box." 
:? In the early 1880s, the dub  began to pmmote registration reform to replace 
i 
; a we& system that had been in effect since 1865. At the same time, it en- ? <.. 
. gaged in a kind of political vigilantism, hiring investigators to check 
;. polling places and offering a $300 reward to those who helped in the ap- 
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prehension and conviction of anyone who voted illegally in Chicago in 
1883. Despite the club's effbw, the only "fraudulent" voters apprehended 
eventually were acquitted in court. Yet in 1885, a registration law drafted 
by the club's members and backed by the city's commercial establishment 
was passed by the state legislature.64 

The act provided for the creation of a board of election commissioners, m 
be appointed by the county courts, in any city or town that chose to adopt 
registration. (Chicago did so before the 1886 elections.) These commis- 
sion-ach of whom was obliged to post a S 10,000 bond-were respon- 
sible for dividing their communities inm precincts containing a maximum 
of 450 voters.Thcy were to appoint eleftion judges and clerks, who actually 
administered the process of registration as well as elections in each precinct. 
To register, a prospective voter had to appear in person before the election 
judges, on the Tuesday of either the third or fourth week prior to an elec- 
tion. If an applicant's qualifications were challenged (by a judge or any other 
voter), he was required to f le  an affidavit of eligibility, which then would be 
verified by the judges. Following the two days of registration, the clerks, as- 
sisted by the police, conducted a house-to-house canvass of the precinct to 
verify the names of all adult male residents and compile amsuspected list" of 
improperly registered voters. Anyone whose name appeared on the so- 
called suspected list would be removed from the election rosters unless he 
appeared before the judges again, on the Tuesday two weeks prior to any 
general election, and made a convincing and verifiable case for his eligibil- 
ity. A new general registration, repeating all of these procedures, was to 
occur every four years. This "act regulating the holding of elections" was 
amended, during the following decade, to require that one of the two reg- 
istration days be a Saturday, that a general registration be held every two 
years rather than four, and that every proprietor of a lodging or boarding 
house give the election judges the names and "period of continuous resi- 
dence" of all tenants.65 

Three details of the Illinois law revealed its restrictionist thrust. The lint 
was the small size of the precincts: although justified as a means of insuring 
that election judges would be familiar with their constituents, the creation 
of tiny precincts meant that anyone who moved even a few blocks was likely 
to have to register again and meet a new thirty-day residency requirement. 
The second telling feature was more obvious: there were only two days on 
which a person could register, a small window by anyone's reckoning. Fi- 
nally, the burden of proof, for a person who was challenged or whose name 
showed up on the remarkably labeled suspected list, was placed on the 
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prospective voter himself. A man whose credcntids were questioned had to 
take the time and effort to speedily establish his own eligibility. The Urban 
League Club congratulated itself that "the foundations for honest elections 
were now firmly laid."66 

In California, the registration laws evolnd in sages. In the 1850s and 
early 1860s, men could establish their eligibility through their own declara- 
tions; widely voiced concerns about fraud, particularly in San Francisco, led 
not to statutes but to organized armies of pol watchers who kept an eye on 
elections. This informal vigilance (a term frequently invoked by the city's 
elite) was supplanted in 1866 by the California Registry Act. The act was 
sponsored by a predominantly Republican faction of the Unionist Party: d- 
though Democrats denounced the bill as a "tiaud and a swindle" and "an act 
of hostility to the Democratic party," broadly based worries about corrup- 
tion guaranteed its passage through the Iegislaue.67 

The Registry Act instructed county clerks throughout the state to prepare 
Great Registers that would include the names of all legal voters. To enroll, 
a prospective voter had to appear in person before the county clerk and pre- 
sent evidence of his eligibility, if he was not known personally to the clerk. 
To the dismay of the Democrats, naturalized citizens were obliged to pre- 
sent their original, court-sealed naturalization papers. In the absence of 
such papers, an immigrant's eligibility wuld be established only through the 
testimony of two "householders and legal voters" and by residence in the 
state for a full year, double the normal requirement. The Registry Act, 
moreover, imposed a remarkable deadline on prospective voters: registration 
had to be completed three months before a general election.68 

Despite their fears, the Democrats did extremely well in the 1867 elec- 
tions and became supporters of v o w  registration-in part because they 
worried about fuhm Republican chicanery. Five years later, the legislature 
revised the Registry Act, tightening it in some respects, liberalizing it in 
others. A special procedure was created to permit registration after the 
three-month deadline, and the evidentiary burden placed on naturalized 
citizens was lightened. Yet voters who moved from one county to another 
wcre presented with a new obstacle: before registering, they had to present 
written proof that their prior registration had been canceled."g 

A more significant tightening of the law, targeted only at San Francisco, 
mok place in 1878.The "Act to regulate the registration ofvoters, and to se- 
cure the purity of elections in the city and county of San Francisco" was 
sponsored by Republicans and designed, at least in part, to rebuff the in- 
surgent and anti-establishment Workingmen's 1'arty.The act removed con- 
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uol of the city's elections from the elected board of supervisors and vested 
it instead in a~board of commissioners consisting of the mayor and four ap- 
pointed county officials; it also created a registrar of voters, appointed by the 
governor, who was empowered to purge the registers of names suspected to 
be fraudulent. The 1878 act required each voter to reregister in person be- 
fore every general election, and most important, it terminated city and 
countywide registration, demanding that voters register within their own 
electoral precinct. The precincts were to be created by the commissioners 
and could not include more than 300 voters. In San Francisco, as in 
Chicago, any man who moved out of a very small neighborhood was 
obliged to reregister." 

During the Progressive era, California's registration laws were revised fur- 
ther, making it somewhat easier for many men to vote. Naturalized citizens 
who lacked papers no longer were required to present affidavits from regis- 
tered voters; paperwork was standardized; the number of places where a 
person could register was increased, registration was permitted until forty 
davs before an election: and voters who moved could cancel their ~revious 
registration while registering in their new place of residence. A few new re- 
quirements, however, were added. Biannual registration became compulsory - 
everywhere, not just in San Francisco, and all landlords and lodging-house 
keepers were required to provide registry offrccrs with lists of their tenants. 
If a registered voter's name did not show up on these lists, he was sent a a- 
tation through the mail demanding that he appear before the election com- 
missions to verify his eligibility within five days. If he failed to appear %t 
the time appointed, his name shall be stricken from the register of voters."71 

The examples of New Jersey, Illinois, and California suggest the signifi- 
cance of the fine print in the extremely lengthy and detailed registration 
statutes adopted by most states from the time of the Civil War through the 
aftermath of World War I. Nearly everywhere, such laws emerged fiom a 
convergence of partisan interest with sincere concern about electoral fraud; 
the extent to which they prevented honest men from voting varied over 
time and fmm state to state. The length of the registration period, its pmx- 
imity to the date of an election, the size of registration districts, the fre- 
quency of reregistration, the necessity of documentary evidence of 
eligibility, the location of the burden of proof+ll of these and others were 
critical details, subject to dispute, change, and partisan jockeying. Moreover, 
a close examination of the laws of nearly two dozen sates reveals little in 
the way of national trends.To cite one example, some states, including New 
York and Ohio, began to insist on annual personal registration in large 

,' 
cities, whiie others simultaneously were moving toward systems of perma- 
nent registration. Much depended on local conditions and local episodes. 
New York City in 1908 took a swipe at Jewish voters, many of whom were 
Socialists, by holding registration on the Jewish sabbath and on the holy 
holiday of Yom Kippur." 

The political dynamics revealed in New Jersey, Illinois, and California 
frequently were replicated elsewhere. Republicans and reform-minded 
middle-class independents tended to be the prime movers behind registra- 
tion itself and behind provisions likely to have a dispmportionate impact on 
poor, foreign-born, uneducated, or mobile voters. Similarly, legislators from 
rural and semirural districts tended to favor stringent registration require- 
ments that would apply only to city dwellers. (Rural political leaders gener- 
ally argued that it would be a hardship for their constituents to travel twice 
each fall, tirst to register and then to vote.) Resistance to strict registration 
systems generally came fmm urban Democrats, from machine politicians 
who correctly regarded the new laws as attempts to reduce their electoral 
smngth. Yet' the targets of registration laws were not always corrupt ma- 
chines. In 1895, the Republicans who dominated Michigan's legislature 
passed a reregistration Jaw expressly designed to disfranchise foreign-born 
voters who supported Detroit's indisputably honest reform mayor, Hazen 
l'iigree. "It will take off the books just about enough Pingree votes to pre- 
vent his ever becoming mayor again," declared the b i s  sponsor. Pennsylva- 

: nia's Republicanmrho for decades resisted registration laws that would 
have harmed their own political mach ineook  similar action against a 
crusading reformer in Pittsburgh in 1906.73 

Indeed. in most cities. the machines learned to live with and take advantage - 
of the systems of registration that were imposed on them. lhey  rapidly mas- 
tered techniques for insuring that their own voters were registered, nnd when - 
in power, they o h  embraced the registration laws as a means of keeping 
other men and women from voting. As political scientist Steven Erie has 
pointed out, once securely ensconced, the Irish political machines that dom- 
inated city politic8 in numemus cities often displayed little interest in mobi- 
lizing new voters, particularly southern and eastern European immigrants. (In 
some states, such as Massachusetts, friction with the Irish led numemus new 
immigrants to support Yankee Republicans.) By mobilizing their own con- 
stituencies and supporting cumbersome registration laws that made it difi- 
cult for others to vote, Irish political machines could keep a ceiling on their 
expenses, while reducing threats to their own powcr-a stance that may well 
have contributed to the dedine in political conflict over registsation during 
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the Progressive era. Political machines flourished during this period, with and newly created registration commission crowed, in the private minute books of 
without strong registration systems.74 its meetings, that "the figures speak for themselves as to the good results ob- 

Meanwhile, state courts sanctioned thc creation of registration systems, :: tined under the operation of the Personal Registration Act."The ni~mbcr of 
as long as they did not ovedy narrow the constitutional qualifications for .' men registered to vote had dropped from 95,580 to 45,819.77 
voting. Even when state ~ 0 n ~ t i h l t i o n ~  did not authorize or instruct legisla- i 
tures to pass registration laws (more than twenty did so by 1920), the &urts 
generally were sympathetic. "A wise system ofreeistration," concluded an 

:# Postscript Fraud, Class, and Motives 
- . - 
Ohio court in 1885, was an efficacious means "to prevent fraud, insure in- Roponents of ballot reform and elaborate registration proced-s well as 
tegrity at the polls, and enable the honest and qualified elector to exert h other measures, such as early poll closingsinvariably defended such steps as 
just influence." The courts did occasionally overturn statutes that seem nefessvy to prevent fraud and corruption. Legislative debates were sprinkled 
too restrictive, such as an Ohio law that opened the registration rolls for heavily with tales of ballot-box stuffing, miscounts, hordes of immigrants 
only seven days each year and made no provision for voters who happened lined up to vote as the machine instructed, men trooping &om precinct to 
to be absent during that period. Yet on the whole they endoned registration precinct to vote early and often. The goal of reform, according ta its advo- 
as a reasonable component of electoral administration. Courts also uph eates, was not to shrink the electorate or to prevent certain social groups from 
the legitimacy of registration laws that applied only to particular classes of voting, but to guarantee honest elections. Unsurprisingly, h i s t o r i a n e d e d  
cities, despite objections that such laws violated the equal protection clause :, by a written record largely composed by the literate, victorious reformefs- 
of the Fourteenth Amendment. As a rule-outside of the South, at least- .' often have echoed this perspective: late-nineteenth-century and Progressive- 
the courts applied the same principles to primary elections as to general : en political reformers have commonly been portrayed as honest middle- and 
elections.7s upperdass citizens who were trying to dean up politics, to end the comp- 

The impact of these laws was highly variable and depended not only tion practiced by ethnically based political machines and their unscrupulous 
the details of the laws themselves but also on the ability and determination 
of political parties to get their own voters registered. QuantiFng such an ' rtraits are too m o n o c h m m a t i ~ n d  misleading-is sug- 
impact is beyond the scope of this study, but it can be said with certainty nccs of the reformers themselves: their antagonism to- 
that registration laws reduced fraudulent voting and that they kept l a p  class, and foreign-born voters was thinly disguised at 
numbers (probably millions) of eligible voters from the polls. In cities such. em unabashedly welcomed the prospect of weeding 
as Philadelphia, Chicago, and Boston, only 60 to 70 percent of eligible vot- . such voters out of the electorate. Still, the question of fraud remains: Was 
ers were registered between 1910 and 1920; in wards inhabited by the poor, t that the reformers' motives can be taken at face 
the figures were signiticantly lower. In San Francisco between 1875 ns can be viewed as democratic, whatever the con- 
1905, an average of only 54 percent of adult males were registered. Elec on laws and Mlot reform be understood pri- 
turnout dropped steadily during precisely the period when registratio ud, or as techniques for 
terns were being elaborated, and scholars have estimated that one third or 
more of that drop, nationally, can be attributed to the impleme entary and uneven--does not 
registration schemes.76 the one hand, fraud and cor- 

In some places the impact was far more dramatic and instantly nly from upper-crust reform- 
Ncw Jersey, for example, the passage of new registration laws i ; moreover, the memoirs of 
twentieth century was immediately followed by such a sharp f improper and illegal prdc- 
turnout,particularly in the cities, that a New Brunswick newspaper concluded that claims of widespread 
that "the critics who declared that the Geran Act would result in ng, highly emotional alle- 
chisement of thousands were justified.", Similarly, in Pittsburgh in 1907, the, stigation or evidence. 
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Paul Kleppner, among others, has concluded that what is most striking is not 
how many but how few documented cases of electoral h u d  can be found. 
Most elections appcar to have been honestly conduaed: ballot-box smiling, 
bribery, and intimidation were the exception, not the r~ Ie .7~  

The evidence also suggests that urban, machine politicians and their eth- 
nic constihlents were not alone in skirting or ignoring the borders of legal- 
ity. Boss Tweed of New York, living in splendor h m  the abundant 
kickbacks he received thmugh his largely Irish 'organization," was surely 
the most well-known corrupt politician of the late 1860s and 1870s. But 
perhaps the most celebrated instance of electoral irregularity in the 18908 
occurred in rural Mams County, Ohio, where 90 percent of the electorate, 
entirely from "old and excellent American stock," was being paid to vote. In 
addition, coercive pressure to vote (and to vote the right way) came not only 
fmm political machines, democratic and republican, but also from ernploy- 
ers and corporations.80 

To cite one little-known but graphic example: in 1914, general elections 
were held in H u d n o  County, Colorado, which at the time was embmikd in 
a pmlonged strike of coal miners against Colorado Fuel and Imn and s e d  

other coal companies. The bitter strike already had produced the infamous 
Ludlow massacre of striking funiies living in a tent city; it also pmmpted the 
federal government to send troops to maintain order.The elections resulted in 
a victory for the Republican slate of candidates, headed by the powerful sher- 
iff, J. B. Fm. A lawsuit bmught by the Democrats, however, maled a re- 
markable set of irregthities. The Republicans, working with Colorado Fuel 
and Imn, had drawn precinct boundaries so that seven precincts in the county 
were located entirely on company-owned land. On registration days and elec- 
tion day, company guards dkd to permit anyone to enter these precincts 

who was thought to be a union member, an agitator, or a labor syrnpathk~ 
Foreign-born scabs who lived in the mining camp then were marched to the 
polls by company officials: since many were illiterate, they were given printed 
cards containing the letter R and illegally assisted by election judges. These 
voters were instructed to move the cards along the ballot and place their mark 
beside any name that had a party designation of R. Nearly 90 perant of the 
vote went to the Republicans in these "closed" precincts, enough to arercorne 
a Democratic majority elsewhere in the county. The violations of the law were 
so tlagrant that the Colorado Supreme Court mntually voided the election, 
overturning the decision of local (Republican) judges who claimed to have 
seen no evidence that Eraudulent voteghad been cast.8' 
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( What transpired in Huerfano County was not the type of fraud that agi- 
tated the relatively wd-offand largely Republican men who pushed for strict 

? IegishXti~n systems and other "honest ballot" reforms. These reformers, who 
j were so sensitive to the dubious practices of urban political machines, rarely 

: mentioned abuses by employers, and their support for registration procedures 

1 applicable only to cities ignored the possibility of rural corruption. Many of 
I: the reformers, moreover, ended up joining the Demoaats in turning a blind 

eye to the flagrant dishchisement of blacks and poor whites in the South. 1 .  

The measures they proposed to "purify the ballot box" were aimed largely at !: 
: particular ballot boxes and particular voters. 
1 This is not to say that reformers' claims about fraud were mere window 

1 dressing, cynical efforts to mask partisan motives or antidemocratic inten- 

i tions; such cynicism surely was present among some advocates of regism- 
: tion laws and ballot reform, but there was more to it than that. As Kleppner 
! 

; and others have pointed out, corruption was a word with many meanings, 
I. and reformers deployed the term to refer to practices that seemed (to them) 
I inappropriate as well as illegal. Paying people to get out the vote seemed 
i corrupt, as did paying poll taxes so that constituents could vo teeven  if 
I there were no direct partisan strings attached to the payments. lieformers 

also believed that votes were corrupt when they were prompted by narrow 
self-interest-as, for example, when a man voted the way his &ard boss 
asked him to, in rehlm for the favor of a job or a free coal delively.8a 

' In addition, it seems altogether likely that many proponents of electoral 
] regulation were genuinely offended by the state of political practices: they 
''. believed that fraud was epidemic, particularly in the cities. Yet that belief 

' 

was itself linked to and shaped by class and ethnic tensions. Respectable 
. middle-class and upper-class citizens found it easy to believe that b u d  was 
... rampant among the Irish or among new immigrant workers precisely be- 

: cause they viewed such men as untrustworthy, ignorant, incapable of ap- 
propriate democratic behavior, and not a little threatening. Stories about 

i 

i: corruption and illegal voting seemed credibleand could be magnified into 
apprehensive visions of systematic dishonesty-because inhabitants of the 
slums (like blacks in the South) appeared unworthy or uncivilized and be- 
cause much-despised machine politicians were somehow winning elections. 

An analogy in our time might be the widespread notion that many recipi- 
, ents of welfare, usually black and Hispanic, were "cheating the system" in the 
i 1980s and 1990s. Despite the lack of systematic evidence, llonald Reagan's 
' oft-repeated anecdote about a woman who dmve a Cadillac to pick up her 

welfare check seemed persuasive and resonant to Americans who were pre- 



disposed to see poor people of wlor as l a y  and dishonest. The late- century. Yet the efficacy of disfranchisement as a punishment was a b y s  du- 
nineteenth-century reaction to Francis Parkman's poruait of the 'electorate bious, since there was no evidence that i t  would d e w  hrure crimes; nor (-- 
was similar: political leaders felt justified in modifying electoral laws based on ~ p t  in the case of voting crimes) did disfranchisement appear to bc an 
anecdotes and broadly stated impressions. In both cases, widespread comic- appropriate or significant form of retribution. For this reason, perhaps, the 
tions were spawned by germs of fact, cultured in a medium of class and eth- states in the late nineteenth century drifted toward a different rationale: tlut 
nic (or racial) prejudice and apprehension. disfhnchisement of felons was necessary to pmtect the integrity of electiolls 

and-in the words of a much-cited Alabama S u p m e  Corn dedsion-"Pre- 
the purity of the ballot box." Proponents q ~ e d  that men who could not 

Two Special Cases be legally relied on to tell the huth (which was formally why they could not 
: t e s e  in court) would corrupt the electoral process. They also expressed the 

Infamous Crimes feu that enfranchised ex-felons might band together and vote to repeal t h  
While revising other features of their electoral laws, states extended the dii- criminal laws. Both arguments were at best conjectural." 
franchisement of felons and ex-felons. Roughly two dozen states had takm Why then were felons and ex-felons disfranchised, so widely and with so 
such action before the Civil War, by 1920, all but a handful had made some little debate? The answer appears to reside in a notion that generally was 

pFovision tbr barring from suffrage men who had been convicted of a crimi- unspoken but infiltrated all debates about suffrage during this period: this 
n d  offense, usually a felony or "infamous" crime, one that in common law was, simply, that a voter ought to be a moral person. Although state laws 

its perpetrator from testifiing under oath in court. (See chapm 3 rarely made explicit mention of moral standing as a qualification for suf- 
and table A.15.) In the South, these measures often were more detailed and @ and the difficulty of imposing a morality test was manifest, the idea 

induded lesser offenses, targeting minor violations of the law that ~ u l d  be +shd that then were moral boundaries to the polity Discerning or 
invoked to disfranchise African AmericansP agreeing on those boundaries admittedly was d i f f i c u l m  the debates over 

& e ~ h ~ e ,  the laws lacked socially distinct targets and generally w a  pauper exclusions and corruption revealed--but men who had been con- 
passed in a matter-of-hct hshion Constitutional conventions and legislature victed of crimes were easy to distinguish and label. 

sometimes over the changing definition of fdony and over s w c  F d  membership in the political community the&= depended on proper 

he of crimes that would bring disfranchisement. (Elecmral hd 00 behavior and perhaps even proper beliefs: coexisting uneasily with the broad 
e ~ e + ~ 5  list.) There also was some diiagrecment-md some variety, h m  daim that the hnchise was a right was the resurgent notion that the state 
state to sta-gar&ng the duration of the exclusion. In almost all sates, could draw a line between the worthy and the unworthy, that it could deter- 
Mans - disfranchised while they remained in prison; in many, disfnn- mine who was fit to possess the rights of citizenship. Uifranchising felons in 
chisement was implicitly or explicitly permanent, although many states made &t was a symbolic act of political banishment, an assertion of the stateb 
it possible for ex-felons to be restored to their avil rights, usually the gar power to exclude those who violated prevailing norms. It is telling that one of 
emor. My, however, were objections voiced to the principle of dish*. the most important court cases involving these issues dealt with a Utah Lw 
merit in either legislatures or constitutional conventions. The courts upheld that made it a crime (and therefore a cause for disfranchisement) for a man 
such laws, concluding that the states had both a right to disfranchise ~~-felm to pmctie, or even advocate, bigamy. Equally revealing, perhaps, is the fact 
and a compelling interest in doing so. In 1890, the U.S. Supreme C o w  d' that the same state legislature that drafted New YorkS literacy test expressed 
dated the exclusion of felons in elections held in f e d 4  terIitorie~.~' b disapproval of the political opinions of some citizens by preventing five 

The widespread support for such laws is noteworthy because, as 1 4  kpaUy elected Socialists fmm taking their seats.The speaker of the New York 
analysts have pinted out, there has never been a particularly p a w i v e  or m b l y  declared that "socialist ballots" would not be recognized until the 
hmnt rationale for dishchising felons and ex-fklons. In their classical and patty had become "thoroughly American."H6 

- 

English origins, these laws were primarily punitive in nature, and the pun 
thrust clearly was present in the United States for much of the ni 
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Native Americans 

Again, there is no overwhelming political necessity, as in the case 
of the negms, requiring us to make citizens of the Indians. When 
we remember that our country is being invaded, year by year, by the 
undesirable classes driven out of Europe because they nre a burden 
to the gmmment of their birth, that as many as seventy thousand 
immigrants have landed on our shores in a single month, made up 
largely of Chinese lahms,  Irish paupers, and Russian Jew, that 
the ranks are being swelled by adventurers of every land-the 
Communist of France, the Socialist of Germany, the Nihiist of 
Russia, and the cut-throat murderers of I h d - t h a t  all these 
persons may become citizens within five years, and most of them 
voters under State laws as soon as they have declared their inten- 
tions to become citizen- may well hesitate about welcoming 
the late "untutored savageswinto the ranks of citizenship. 

American Law Review, 1886 

Native Americans continued to occupy a special place in American law and 
society. At  the close of the Civil War, the vast majority of Native Ameri- 
cans, although born in the United States, were not citizens, and they could 
attain citizenship only through treaties, not through the naturalization laws 
that applied to white foreigners. Unlike blacks and immigrants, they wen 
not needed for their labor, but the lands that they controlled were coveted 
by settlers, miners, and railroad corporations. Although extolled as noble 
savages by the humanitarian reformers who controlled Indian policy for 
much of the late nineteenth century, they were the targets of a war of a&- 
tion, as well as a resettlement program, that rapidly destroyed the way of life 
of some of the largest tribes. They were also few in number, totaling less 
than 250,000 at their population nadii in 1900. 

In 1865, most Native Americans were unable to vote, largely because they 
lacked citizenship; and for the next sixty years the abiity of Indians to be- 
come citizens traveled a bumpy and circuitous mad. The Fourteenth 
Amendment set things in motion with its declaration that "all persons born 
or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, 
are citizens of the United States." In response to claims that the amendment 
effectively transformed Indians into citizens, the Senate Judiciary Commit- 
tee, in 1870, issued a report rejecting that interpretation. Native Americans 
who retained relations with their mbes, the committee concluded, were not 
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born under the jurisdiction of the United States and thus were not covered 

.; by the amendment. A year later, a federal dismct court in Oregon agreed, 

. holding that Indian tribes were "independent political communities" not 
i fully subject to the legal jurisdiction of the national government. In 1884, 
: in the landmark case of Elk v. Wilkinr, the U.S. Supreme Court ended de- 
i bate on the issue by concluding that the Fourteenth Amendment did not 
j confer citizenship on John Elk, an Indian who was born on tribal 1ands.The 
: Court further maintained that Elk, who had left his tribe and lived in 
C 
I Omaha, could not attain citizenship simply by assimilating: whether he had 

"so far advanced" as to "be let out of the state of pupilage" was a decision to 
. . 

be made by the nation whose ward he was. Accordingly, Elk's right to 

I, -he had brought suit after being unable to cast a ballot in Omaha- 
,:. was not protected by the Fifteenth Amendment.87 
I Nonetheless, it was the formal policy of the United States to encourage 

:, 
Indian citizenship and Indian assimilation into American society. Although 

1 .  Congress continued to grant citizenship through treaties with individual 
:i tribes until 1871, the major thrust of policy became the conferral of citi- 

zenship on Indians who were abandoning tribal ways and becoming "civi- 
lized." In 1887 Congress passed the General Allotment (or Dawes) Act, 

!' which granted citizenship to all Native Americans who "adopted the habits 
: of civilized life," as well as those who accepted private allotments of what 
i: had been tribal lands. (One key goal of the act was to free up tribal lands for 
. white settlement.)Thanks in part to the General Allotment Act and in part 
; to a congressional act passed in 1901, more than half of all Indians were cit- 
. izens by 1905.This number was augmented after World War I, when citi- 
: zenship was conferred upon Indians who had served in the military and 

been honorably discharged. Finally, in response to partisan politics in the 
: !.. West, bureaucratic politics in Washington, and the wartime senrice of Na- 

tive Americans, Congress in 1924 dedared that all lndians born in the 
i. United States were citizens.88 
'y  Meanwhile, states had been Aking steps on their own. In Massachusetts 

in 1869, for example, Republicans and ex-abolitionists who thought it hyp- 
$ ocritical to deny Indians the same rights they demanded for southern blacks 

succeeded in passing legislation declaring all Indians to be "citizens of the r, 
, Commonwealth . . . entitled to all the rights, privileges and immunities" of 
i $., citizenship; foreshadowing the Dawes Act, the Indian Enfranchisement 
i; Act also provided that all Indian lands would revert to individual ownership 
i: and therefore could be sold to non-Indians. By the early twentieth century, 

as table A.16 indicates, nearly all states with Native American populations 
>.~ 
ir.. 

> 



had enacted similarly double-edged constitutional or statutory provisions. 
0 1 1  the one hand, they-explicitly or implicitly-enfianchised some Native 
Americans, generally those who had assimilated or "severed their tribal re- 
lations." At the same time, states disfranchised Indians who continued to 
belong to tribes, or were 'not taxed" or h o t  civilized."89 

The prevailing policy was clear, if difficult to apply: Native Americans 
could become voters, but only by surrendering or repudiating their own cul- 
ture, economic organization, and societal norms. Membership in the polity 
was conditioned on good behavior, on adopting a culture and style of life 
deemed appropriate by the states that had militarily conquered the Indian 
tribes. Since good and appropriate behavior was not always forthcoming, 
many of the states with the largest Native American populations proceeded 
to devise new rationales for disfranchising Indians after the Citizenship Act 
of 1924 was passed. 

Sovereignty and Sey-Rule 

An important by-product of the evolution ofvoting laws, South and North, 
was the increasingly precise delineation of the powers of federal, state, and 
municipal governments in determining suffige law. During Reconstme- 
tion, the federal government had asserted its jurisdiction in unprecedented 
ways with the passage of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, as 
well as the enforcement acts. For several decades thereafter, federal activity 
to protect the rights enshrined in those amendments persisted, even in the 
North. Between 1877 and 1893, more than halfof all federal appropriations 
for electoral supervision were expended in New Y0rk.m 

Yet the tilt toward the nationalization of the right to vote proved to be 
both short-lived and fragmentary. Congress's decisions to adopt a narrow 
version of the Fifteenth Amendment, to repeal key provisions of the en- 
forcement acts, and not to enact the Lodge Force Bill effectively left the 
federal government on the sidelines during most contests over the franchise. 
Washington's role was circumscribed further by Supreme Court decisions 
that definitively severed the link between citizenship and s u h g e  and that 
interpreted the Fifteenth Amendment as prohibiting only the most flagrant 
and intentional forms of discrimination Indeed, the court cases spawned by 
the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments led to a formal articulation of 
state supremacy that was merely implicit in the nation's Constitution. As 
the Supreme Court declared in Pope v. WiIliams in 1904, "the privilege to 
vote in a state is within the jurisdiction of the state itself, to be exercised ns 

the state may direct, and upon such terms as to it may seem proper, pm- 
vided, of course, no discrimination is made between individuals, in violation 
of the Federal Constihltion." States in effect could do as they wished, as 
long as they did not disfranchise men solely and overtly because of race. 
Had the Wilson amendment passed, of course, the story would have been 
different: many of the restrictions on suffrage adopted by northern and 
western, as well as southern, states would have been unconstitutional. But 
those who had opposed the Wilson amendment because it would inflate the 
power of the national government had won a long-lasting victory: sdrage 
in 1915 was not much more of a federal concern than it had been in 1800.91 

The courts also drew increasingly numerous, if sometimes jagged, lines be- 
tween state constitutional authority and the power of state legislatures. Whiie 
the states had p a t  freedom to set suffrage qualifications in their constitu- 
tions, state legislatyrs had far less latitude. SufErage remained a matter of 
fundamental or constitutional, rather than statute, law: legislatures, as a rule, 
were permitted m enact laws that concretized or carried out constitutional 
pmvisions, but they did not possess the power to alter sutiige qualifications. 
Practices, though, varied among states; as noted in chapter 4 several southern 
legislatures enacted disfranchising laws without bothering to amend their 
constitutions, and some state wuns permitted legislatures to take steps that 
blurred the boundaries between procedtual and substantive regulation. A 
New York 'court, for example, found in 1920 that "legislative regulations" 
could be reasonable even if they burdened citizens unequally: "the wit of man 
cannot devise a method transcending all inequality and discrimination.W 

In many states, moreover, the courts allowed legislatures to adopt non- 
standard suffige qualifications in referenda or in elections for ofices that 
wert not explicitly named in state constitutions. In 1893, for example, the 
Florida Supreme Court concluded in the oft-cited case of Lamar v. Dillon 
that "where the Constitution does not fix the right of suffrage or prescribe 

, . 
: the qualifications of voters, it is competent for the legislature . . . to do so." 
... . 
: Such reasoning made it possible for voting to be restricted to taxpayers or $ 
" property owners in state elections dealing with public expenditures; it also !l ,  

opened the doors for women to vote in school board ele~tions.~3 ,. . 

i,. The same reasoning revived the possibidty of municipal franchise qualifi- 

. cations H e n n t  from those obtaining in state elections. In contrast to their 

. late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-centu~y predecessors, however, such 
;.. 

8 qualifications could not be determined by cities and towns alone. As discussed 
i.. in chapter 2, the legal subservience of municipalities to states was well estab- 
i.: liihed in American law by the mid-nineteenth century: Judge John "Dillon's 
Z. 
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mlem-that state power over municipalities was "supreme and transcendent," 
that municipalities had no "inherent right of local self-government which is 
beyond legislative controln- articulated at length in a landmark treatise 
published in 1872. Despite several jurisprudential challenges, it remained 
dominant, in part because conservatives believed that p m p e q  interests 
would be better protected by state governments than by cities. Dillon himself 
supported some taxpaying restrictions on voting and eventually left the bench 
to become a prominent railroad lawyer. Dilon's rule, however, did permit mu- 
nicipalities and state legislatures m jointly agree on distinctive &ge quali- 
fications for municipal elections, particularly in states that enacted "home 
rule" prmrisions for cities. Although never widespread, distinctin municipal 
fianchise regulations were adopted in TTul, Kansas City, Deer Park, Mary- 
land, and Oklahoma City, among other places, and they continued to surface 
throughout the twentieth century.94 

Thc New Efectoral Universe 

Though the mmignty is in the people, as a practical fact it re- 
sides in those persons who by the constitution of the state are 
permitted to exercise the elective franchise. 

-JUDGE THOMAS M. COOLBY, 1868 

I cannot attempt to describe the complicated and varying elec- 
tion laws of the different States. 

By the beginning of World War I, the ebullient, democratic political culture 
of the mid-nineteenth century had given way to a more constrained and 
segmented political order.Thmughout the nation, large slices of the middle 
and upper classes, as well as portions of the working class, had ceased to be- 
lieve in universal s u f f r a ~ a n d  had acted on their beliefs. In the South, 
blacks and many poor whites had been evicted wholesale from electoral pol- 
itics. In the North and West, exclusions were on a smaller scale, but still nu- 
merous: depending on the state or city in which he lived, a man could be 
kept from the polls because he was an alien, a pauper, a lumberman, an an- 
archist, did not pay taxes or own property, could not read or write, had 
moved from one state to another in the past year, had recently moved from 
one neighborhood to another, did not possess his naturalization papers, was 
unable m register on the third or fourth Tuesday before an election, could 
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not prove that he had canceled a prior registration, been convicted of a 
: felony, or been born in China or on an Indian reservation. Although some 
f;. women had gained the fianchise, and d others would within a few years, 
:: the same dense cluster of voting laws applied to them as well. I t  can be no 
!' surprise, in light of this legal history, that turnout at elections dropped dur- 
; ing the latter half of this period. Voting was not for everyone." 
!, This sustained, nationwide contraction of suffrage rights had several root 
i '  causes. Stated most broadly, those who wielded economic and social power 

in the rapidly changing late nineteenth century found it difficult to control 
' 

the state (which they increasingly needed) under conditions of full democ- 
: ratization. In the South, the abolition of slavery, coupled with the begin- 
; nings of indusmalization and the compelling need for a docile, agricultural 
i labor force, created pressures that overwhelmed fledgling democratic insti- 

tutions. In the North and West, the explosive growth of manufacturing and 
. of labor-intensive extractive industries generated class conflict on a scale 
.' that the nation had never known. As Max Weber noted long ago, it is dur- 

ing periods of rapid economic and technological change that class becomes 
most salient and class issues most prominent.The United States was not the 
only country whose political institutions were profoundly shaken by the 
saesses of industrialism.% 

Yet these economic and class factors would not by themselves, in all like- 
lihood, have produced such a marked and widespread narrowing of the en- 
tries to voting booths. Equally critical was the fact that the threatening lower 
orders consisted largely of men who were racially different or came from dif- 
ferent ethnic, cultural, and religious backgrounds. What transpired in the 

j South seems unimaginable in the absence of racial hostility and prejudice. 
Similarly, the changes in voting laws in the North and the West were made 
possible, and shaped, by the presenceof millions of immigrants and their 
children, indeed by the very foreignness ofJews and Chinese, of the lrish arid 
Italian Catholics, of Indians and Mexicans. Their ethnic identities, fused 

: with their class position, made these new (or Native) Americans seem both 

.: 

' 
threatening and inferior, necessary and legitimate targets of political dis- 

: crimination; rolling back the franchise would have been a fir more difficult 
: task in a racially and ethnically homogeneous society. It was the convergence 
I of racial and ethnic diversity with class tension that heled the movement to 
: 'reform" suffige. 
: One other factor, admittedly more speculative, also may have played a role: 
. the absence of war. In light of the rest of the nation's history, it does not seem 

coincidental that this prolonged period of franchise contraction o a u d  d u r  




